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Transport by normal diffusion can be decomposed into hydrodynamic modes which relax exponentially
toward the equilibrium state. In chaotic systems with 2 degrees of freedom, the fine scale structures of
these modes are singular and fractal, characterized by a Hausdorff dimension given in terms of Ruelle’s
topological pressure. For long-wavelength modes, we relate the Hausdorff dimension to the diffusion
coefficient and the Lyapunov exponent. This relationship is tested numerically on two Lorentz gases,
one with hard repulsive forces, the other with attractive, Yukawa forces. The agreement with theory is
excellent.
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Recent progress has revealed interesting relationships
between nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and fractal
structures that appear in the phase space of nonequilibrium, chaotic systems. Theoretical and numerical work
has shown that systems of interacting particles have a high
sensitivity to initial conditions as characterized by positive
Lyapunov exponents [1–6]. As a consequence, the motion
of the particles composing the system is typically chaotic.
Under stationary or time-dependent nonequilibrium conditions, this dynamical chaos generates fractal structures
in phase space [7–17]. In this context, Gilbert et al. [18]
have very recently shown for a multibaker model of diffusion that the entropy production expected from nonequilibrium thermodynamics is a consequence of the fractal
character of the hydrodynamic modes. These authors have
also shown that the diffusion coefficient is related to the
fractal dimension of these modes in a family of multibaker
models [19]. The important question remains whether such
results can be extended to more realistic systems.
In this Letter, we describe the fractality of the hydrodynamic modes of diffusion for general chaotic systems
with 2 degrees of freedom, including Hamiltonian ones.
The present approach requires neither an escape of particles out of the system as in the escape-rate formalism,
nor a non-Hamiltonian thermostat as in the thermostattedsystem approach. Both formalisms lead to connections between transport coefficients and chaotic properties, but in
a restrictive framework, which is not the case here. We
obtain a formula which gives the Hausdorff dimension of
the hydrodynamic modes in terms of (a) the dispersion relation of diffusion, and (b) the Ruelle topological pressure
which characterizes the chaotic properties of the dynamics. This new formula allows us to prove that, for general
chaotic systems with 2 degrees of freedom, the diffusion

coefficient is given in terms of the Hausdorff dimension of
the modes and the positive Lyapunov exponent, as conjectured in Ref. [19]. The results are numerically tested for
two examples of Hamiltonian Lorentz gases.
The relaxation rate of a hydrodynamic mode of wave
number k is given by the decay rate of the Van Hove
intermediate incoherent scattering function [20] as
1
sk 苷 lim ln具exp关ik ? 共rt 2 r0 兲兴典 ,
(1)
t!` t
where 具?典 denotes an average over an ensemble of initial
conditions and r denotes the position of the tracer particle.
We assume that the system is mixing so that this average
weakly converges toward its equilibrium value. The diffusion coefficient D can be obtained by expanding the
relaxation rate (1) in powers of the wave number as
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sk 苷 2D k2 1 O 共k4 兲 ,

(2)

which is known as the dispersion relation of diffusion [21].
In deterministic chaotic systems, the hydrodynamic modes
of diffusion are given by a singular distribution without a
density function [22]. For singular distributions, a cumulative function can nevertheless be defined by
Ru 0
0
0
0 du exp兵ik ? 关rt 共u 兲 2 r0 共u 兲兴其
Fk 共u兲 ⬅ lim R2p
, (3)
0
0
0
t!`
0 du exp兵ik ? 关rt 共u 兲 2 r0 共u 兲兴其
where the initial conditions form a one-dimensional line
parametrized by the angle u [ 关0, 2p关. We suppose
that the system has 2 degrees of freedom so that each
trajectory has one unstable, one stable, and two neutral
directions in the four-dimensional phase space. The
one-dimensional line of initial conditions, u [ 关0, 2p关,
is assumed to be transverse to the unstable directions,
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so as to exhibit the fractal structure of the modes along
the stable direction. The denominator in Eq. (3) allows
us to define a normalized cumulative function such that
Fk 共0兲 苷 0 and Fk 共2p兲 苷 1. The cumulative function
forms a curve 共ReFk , ImFk 兲 in the complex plane ⺓. This
curve is invariant under the dynamics and it gives the fine
structure of the hydrodynamic mode of relaxation along
the given one-dimensional line in phase space.
Although the systems we study here are not rigorously
Axiom-A, they are chaotic with positive Lyapunov exponents. We assume that we can still utilize the result by
Sinai, Bowen, and Ruelle that averages can be performed
in terms of a subset of unstable trajectories covering the
phase space within a certain resolution [23,24]. As the
time t and the resolution increase the number of these trajectories also increases so as to fill densely the phase space
in the limit t ! `. The probability weight given to each of
these trajectories is inversely proportional to their stretch共 j兲
ing factor Lt which characterizes its dynamical instability. We notice that the Lyapunov exponent of the trajectory
共 j兲
is given by l共j兲 苷 limt!` 共1兾t兲 ln jLt j. Under these circumstances, the average of a quantity A can be expressed
P
共 j兲
in the limit t ! ` as 具A典 ⬃ j jLt j21 A共 j兲 , where A共 j兲 is
the quantity evaluated for the jth trajectory. Accordingly,
Eq. (1) can be transformed into the condition
X 共 j兲
共 j兲
共 j兲
jLt j21 exp共2sk t兲 exp兵ik ? 关rt 2 r0 兴其 ⬃t!` 1 .
j

(4)

Indeed, Eq. (1) is obtained after taking the logarithm of
Eq. (4), dividing by t, and taking the limit t ! `.
Suppose that the sum in Eq. (4) is restricted to the trajectories issued from initial conditions in the interval 关0, u兴. In
this case, we obtain at time t a polygonal approximation
of
Ru the cumulative function Eq. (3) because, the integral
0 is an average over trajectories with initial conditions
in 关0, u兴 and the denominator is proportional to the factor
exp共sk t兲. In this respect, we notice that Eq. (4) with a complete sum is equivalent to the condition Fk 共2p兲 苷 1. We
can conclude that, at time t, the curve 共ReFk , ImFk 兲 , ⺓
is approximated by a polygon of sides given by the small
complex vectors
共 j兲

共 j兲

DF 共 j兲 苷 jLt j21 exp共2sk t兲 exp兵ik ? 关rt

共 j兲

2 r0 兴其 ,
(5)

as in the construction of fractal curves of von Koch’s type
[25]. Each side has the length
共 j兲

´j 苷 jDF 共 j兲 j 苷 jLt j21 exp共2Resk t兲 ,

(6)

so that the polygon can be covered by balls of diameter
´j . In the limit t ! `, this polygon converges to a fractal
curve characterized by a Hausdorff dimension given by

P
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D

´j H ⬃ 1. Accordingly, the Hausdorff dimension of the
hydrodynamic mode should satisfy the condition
X 共 j兲
(7)
jLt j2DH exp共2DH Resk t兲 ⬃t!` 1 .
j

j

On the other hand, Ruelle’s topological pressure is defined in dynamical systems theory by [13,15,26]
P共b兲 ⬅ lim

t!`

1
ln具jLt j12b 典 .
t

(8)

Since there is no escape of trajectories in our case, we have
that P共1兲 苷 0. The mean positive Lyapunov exponent of
the system is given by l 苷 2dP兾dbjb苷1 . Equation (8)
can be transformed in the same way as Eq. (1) is transformed into Eq. (4), so that
X 共 j兲
jLt j2b exp关2P共b兲t兴 ⬃t!` 1 .
(9)
j

Comparing with Eq. (7), we infer that for b 苷 DH
P共DH 兲 苷 DH Resk ,

(10)

which is the new and central formula of this Letter. This
formula generalizes Bowen’s formula P共DH 兲 苷 0 for the
Hausdorff dimension of a fractal invariant set of trajectories [27]. In the present case, we are instead dealing
with a complex invariant curve associated with a relaxation process of rate sk , which explains the presence of a
new term in the right-hand side of Eq. (10). The root of
Eq. (10) gives the Hausdorff dimension DH 共k兲 of the hydrodynamic mode of wave number k.
If the wave number k vanishes, the relaxation rate (1)
also vanishes, sk苷0 苷 0, and Eq. (3) shows that the cumulative function becomes Fk苷0 共u兲 苷 u兾共2p兲, which forms
a straight line in the complex plane. In this equilibrium
limit, Eq. (10) reduces to P共DH 兲 苷 0 so that we get the
dimension DH 苷 1, as it should be for a straight line.
For a nonvanishing but small wave number, the
Hausdorff dimension is expected to deviate from unity.
Inserting DH 苷 1 1 d and the dispersion relation (2)
in Eq. (10), we can expand both sides in powers of the
wave number by using the aforementioned properties of
the topological pressure. This straightforward calculation
shows that the Hausdorff dimension of the hydrodynamic
mode is given by
DH 共k兲 苷 1 1

D 2
k 1 O 共k4 兲 ,
l

(11)

as previously obtained for the multibaker models [19]. Accordingly, we have proved the conjecture of Ref. [19] that
for general chaotic systems with 2 degrees of freedom, the
diffusion coefficient can be expressed in terms of the positive Lyapunov exponent l and the Hausdorff dimension
of the hydrodynamic modes as
D 苷 l lim

k!0

DH 共k兲 2 1
.
k2

(12)
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We numerically tested the relation (12) for periodic
Lorentz gases, either with repulsive or with attractive
scatterers. For the case of repulsive scatterers, we considered the periodic Lorentz gas where a point particle
undergoes elastic collisions on hard disks forming a
triangular lattice. This billiard is known to be fully chaotic
[28]. If the horizon seen by the moving particle is finite
the diffusion coefficient is positive and finite [28,29], and
the higher-order coefficients such as the super-Burnett
coefficients are finite [30]. We take the radius of the disks
to be unity, and the distance between the centers of the
disks equal topd 苷 2.3, so that the finite-horizon condition
2 , d , 4兾 3 is satisfied.
Numerical computation
shows that the diffusion coefficient is D 苷 0.25 6 0.01
and the positive Lyapunov exponent l 苷 1.76 6 0.01.
For this system, the curves 共ReFk , ImFk 兲 of the hydrodynamic modes of wave numbers kx 苷 0.0, 0.5, and 0.9,
and ky 苷 0 are depicted in Fig. 1. The initial conditions
of the point particle are taken as the one-dimensional line
given in phase space by the positions r0 共u兲 苷 共cosu, sinu兲
and the velocities v0 共u兲 苷 共cosu, sinu兲. The Hausdorff
dimension of the fractal curves of Fig. 1 has been computed by a box-counting algorithm for different values
of the wave number. These values are plotted versus
kx2 in Fig. 2 (filled circles) together with a solid line of
slope D 兾l 苷 0.14. The excellent agreement shows that
the dimension behaves as expected from Eq. (11), which
provides numerical evidence of the validity of Eq. (12).
For the case of attractive scatterers, consider the periodic
Lorentz gas where an electrically charged particle of mass
m moves in a square lattice of screened Coulomb potentials
(also known as Yukawa potentials). The Hamiltonian of
this system is

H 苷

px2 1 py2
2m
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2

X exp共2akr 2 lk兲
,
kr 2 lk
l

(13)

where r 苷 共x, y兲, l 苷 共lx , ly 兲 with lx , ly 苷 0, 61, 62,
63, . . . and k ? k is the Euclidean distance. This system
was proved by Knauf to be fully chaotic and diffusive if
the energy of the moving particle is positive and large
enough [31]. We have taken the parameter values m 苷 1,
a 苷 2, and the energy E 苷 3. We have numerically
computed the diffusion coefficient D 苷 2.5 6 0.1 and
the Lyapunov exponent l 苷 6.2 6 0.1. The curves
共ReFk , ImFk 兲 of the hydrodynamic modes of wave
numbers kx 苷 0.0, 0.2, and 0.4, and ky 苷 0 are depicted
in Fig. 3. The initial conditions of the point particle
are taken on a circle centered around the scatterer at
x 苷 y 苷 0, with positions r0 共u兲 苷 0.25共cosu, sinu兲 and
velocities v0 共u兲 苷 y0 共cosu, sinu兲 such that E 苷 3. The
Hausdorff dimension of these fractal curves is also plotted
in Fig. 2 (open circles), now together with a solid line
of slope D 兾l 苷 0.40. Here again, we observe a good
agreement between both the numerical data and the
theoretical prediction of Eq. (11). In this case, the data
points deviate from the solid line at large values of kx2 .
Such a behavior is due to the terms of order k4 and higher
in Eq. (11). These terms turn out to be more important
in the case of the Coulomb scatterers than in the case
of the hard-disk scatterers. Nevertheless, the data points
converge to the unit value tangentially to the solid line,
as predicted by Eq. (11). Therefore, we also have here
a good confirmation of Eq. (12) for the Hamiltonian
system (13).
In conclusion, we have derived the formula (10) for
the Hausdorff dimension of the hydrodynamic modes of
diffusion in chaotic systems with 2 degrees of freedom.
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FIG. 1. Periodic Lorentz gas where a point particle of unit
mass and velocity undergoes elastic collisions on hard disks of
unit radius forming a triangular lattice with interdisk distance
d 苷 2.3: Curves of the cumulative functions of the hydrodynamic modes of wave number kx 苷 0.0, 0.5, and 0.9, with
ky 苷 0. Note that the fractality increases with the wave number. The curves are constructed by averaging over 106 points.
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FIG. 2. Hausdorff dimension DH of the hydrodynamic modes
versus k2 苷 kx2 (ky 苷 0) for both periodic Lorentz gases with
hard-disk scatterers (filled circles) and Coulomb scatterers (open
circles). Both solid lines have slopes equal to D 兾l for the
respective diffusion coefficient D and Lyapunov exponent l of
the Lorentz gases.
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FIG. 3. Periodic Lorentz gas where a charged particle of unit
mass and energy E 苷 3 moves in a square lattice of screened
Coulomb potentials with a 苷 2: Curves of the cumulative
functions of the hydrodynamic modes of wave number kx 苷 0.0,
0.2, and 0.4, with ky 苷 0. Note that here also the fractality
increases with the wave number. The curves are constructed by
averaging over 106 points.

This formula generalizes Bowen’s formula and it allows
us to establish in more generality a relation between the
diffusion coefficient, the Lyapunov exponent, and the
Hausdorff dimension of the hydrodynamic modes as
conjectured in Ref. [19]. Our results exhibit new relations
between transport coefficients and chaotic properties for
systems relaxing to equilibrium, extending those previously obtained in the escape-rate formalism [7,13,14] and
in the Gaussian thermostat method [8–11,17]. Therefore,
they illustrate the great importance of such relationships
for both Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian systems.
Extensions of these and related results to fluid systems are
now under study by the present authors.
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